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MIRU‐VNTR paradigm not appropriate for WGS

• Developed by academics who also maintained websites
• Commercial tools only emerged because they were more user‐friendly (especially for data
management and exchange), provided automated record‐keeping and more intuitive ways to
overlay metadata – customer service and legal liability
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Current paradigm
Rarely updated, which could be
done part time by academics (e.g.
assignment of novel genotypes)

WGS paradigm
Clinical grade, continuously updated
databases maintained by dedicated
staff required (akin to Stanford HIV
Resistance Database)
Essentially static as typing data is Constantly updated and revalidated
both information poor and highly to accommodate new sequencing
standardised
technologies and new applications
Negligible cost
Substantial long‐term cost

• The challenge is therefore how to improve and maintain surveillance infrastructure, particularly in
light of what has happened to TB databases in the past

Surveillance driven by WGS diagnostics

•

Initially, WGS for research/surveillance only

•

WGS of every single new culture‐positive case will become standard of care in well‐resourced
countries – i.e. WGS will be done for diagnostic purposes, rather than surveillance

Surveillance driven by WGS diagnostics

• Analysis tools have to be robust and scalable to allow decentralised WGS
-

Sequence data streamed to the cloud for storage and analysis

-

Fully automatic analysis and reporting to relevant parties within minutes of completion of
sequence run – manual analysis only for unusual isolates

• Pay for access to data (public could pay for or subsidise cloud infrastructure for storage and
analysis at a central location such as EBI/NCBI)
• Individual countries need to retain control of their data
- Data do not have to be shared with the public immediately
- No metadata have to be shared

WGS at reference or local lab
Full metadata
Sequence data with or without limited metadata
streamed directly from sequencer after automatic
removal of human sequences

Common, global data storage and analysis infrastructure

National reference
lab
• Curation &
analysis of full
metadata
• Manual ad hoc
analysis of
unusual isolates

International access
• Analysis by supranational
organisations
National access only
• Fully automated analysis and
reporting to relevant parties
• Automated record‐keeping
• Data management and curation by
national reference laboratories

Each country shares data and, if
applicable, metadata by adjusting
level of access to data

Public access
Inclusion of updated knowledgebase and
algorithms after thorough testing and
review by expert committee

Knowledgebase + algorithms
• Knowledgebase (e.g. genotype‐phenotype relationship for drug resistance)
• Algorithms open source
• Clear documentation of analytical steps
• Specific challenges set for crow‐sourcing
• Forum to propose novel findings and algorithms

Scientific community

Cloud based
and maintained
by dedicated
company

Complexity of WGS is a blessing in disguise

•

Clear economic/political incentives
-

Continued maintenance very likely

-

Everybody would get access to the same quality of analysis

-

Everybody would benefit from economies of scale

-

Differential pricing could be used to encourage adoption in high‐incidence countries

•

EBI and NCBI have already begun to build an open storage and compute infrastructure as part of
Global Microbial Identifier Initiative

•

Public and philanthropic funders have to take active role in shaping market
-

Private enterprise cannot develop analysis tools without access to the knowledgebase,
analysis algorithms, sequence data/metadata and laboratories

-

Manufacturers of sequencers have strong incentive to grow these markets

-

Public/private company with international governance structure (akin to EUCAST) that
reinvests profits in maintenance of infrastructure or research?

Thank you very much for your attention

